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MAINTENANCE
MADE EASY

Weldtite make the world’s most comprehensive and innovative range 
of bicycle maintenance products. Everything created by Weldtite 

is designed to fulfil the specific needs of cyclists around the world. 
Roadside, trailside or in the workshop, we exist so you can ride. 

Our heritage stems from the 1940s, making tyre and puncture repair 
materials for the British Military. Since then our puncture protection 

range has expanded, incorporating the latest technologies to 
meet and exceed the demands of today’s cyclists whether 

they ride tubes or tubeless. 

From our UK factory on the banks of the River Humber, Weldtite 
exclusively develops and manufactures TF2 Lubricants, Dirtwash 

cleaning products, Cyclo Tools, Jetvalve Inflation, Pure environmentally 
responsible products, eCare for eBikes, Bike Bits and Adie branded 

products. A true, one-stop shop for bicycle maintenance. 
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TF2 Lubricants are formulated 
to optimise your bicycle’s performance no 

matter the conditions. Excellent lubricity, exceptional 
dirt repelling properties and easy application are at the core of 

the TF2 collection enabling you to shred the gnarliest trails or attack the 
steepest climbs with absolute conviction. Teflon™, the material with excellent 

lubrication and dirt repellent properties, is a component of our 
TF2 Ultimate Spray, Ultimate Grease, all-weather lube and dry lube. 

TF2 provides the confidence, performance and reliability to ride 
further, longer and faster.  

TF2 Lubricants are ideal for road, urban, commuting, gravel, 
cyclocross, MTB, BMX and track bikes. Choose the lube 

to match your weather conditions 
for optimum performance.
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TF2 ULTIMATE SPRAY
Use on gears, sprockets, cables and chains. TeflonTM surface protector offers low friction and 
high lubricity, penetrating into the bearing surfaces of the chain and leaving behind a protective 
film to repel dirt and water.
> Repels dirt and cleans surfaces leaving a protective film
> Also suitable for motorcycles, cars, boats and many more uses besides 
03015	 TF2	Ultimate	Aerosol	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 400ml
03021	 TF2	Ultimate	Aerosol	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 150ml

TF2 BIKE GREASE
A high performance, specially formulated red grease enhanced with Teflon™ surface protector 
for both on- and off-road use.
> High lubricity and low friction
> Suitable for use on suspension systems
> Operating temperature from -30° to +130° 
> Carbon safe 
02019	 TF2	Bike	Grease	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 125ml
03038	 TF2	Bike	Grease	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 3kg

GREASE GUN
The ultimate grease gun designed for biking professionals and enthusiasts.
> Lightweight and durable
> Easy one-handed clean application
> Precision sealed pump prevents leaks 
06008	 TF2	Grease	Gun
06009	 TF2	Grease	Gun	&	Bike	Grease	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 125ml	

Teflon™ is a registered trademark of The Chemours Company FC LLC, used under license by Weldtite Products Ltd.

TF2 ULTIMATE SMART SPRAY
Our best-selling line just got better. The evolution of our TF2 Ultimate Spray now includes an 
innovative SMART head with integrated straw for better penetration and less wastage.
> Repels dirt and cleans surfaces leaving a protective film
> Enhanced with Teflon™ surface protector 
03315	 TF2	Ultimate	Smart	Spray	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 400ml
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TF2 LITHIUM GREASE
A white grease specially formulated for two wheel applications, suitable for use on headsets, 
wheel bearings and bottom brackets.
> Excellent lubricity
> Exceptional water resistance
> Easy application and high visibility 
	 02005	 TF2	Lithium	Grease	Tube	 40g
	 02025	 TF2	Lithium	Grease	Tube	[Carded]	 40g
	 03004	 TF2	Lithium	Grease	 100g
	 03005	 TF2	Lithium	Grease	Tin	 3kg

TF2 CYCLE SUSPENSION FLUID
Suspension fluid should be changed roughly every 1,000km – this will keep components 
operating as new for longer. Now available in a new range covering six weights, our race 
formulation cycle suspension fluid contains anti-foam agents to help your forks cope with the 
toughest of trails. Available in 2.5wt – 20wt.
03080	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(2.5wt)		 500ml
03081	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(5wt)	 	 500ml
03082	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(7.5wt)		 500ml
03083	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(10wt)		 500ml
03084	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(15wt)		 500ml
03085	 TF2	Cycle	Suspension	Fluid	(20wt)		 500ml

TF2 CYCLE OIL
Our Cycle Oil is a great value hydrocarbon mineral oil suitable for use on cables, bearings, pedals, 
chains and links.
	 03001	 TF2	Cycle	Oil	 125ml

TF2 SUSPENSION CARE SPRAY
Coats fork stanchions, rear shock shafts and dropper posts, for improved suspension 
performance. Keeps seals supple and flexible, while acting as a barrier to dirt for  
improved longevity.
03089	 TF2	Suspension	Care	Spray	 150ml

tf2-lubricants.co.uk
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TF2 CARBON FIBRE GRIPPER PASTE
Specifically designed for use in assembling carbon components. Reduces required tightening 
torque on handlebars, stems and seat posts. Increases surface friction to reduce slippage and 
prevents seizing. 
02003	 TF2	Carbon	Fibre	Gripper	Paste	 	 50g
02004	 TF2	Carbon	Fibre	Gripper	Paste	 	 10g
02024	 TF2	Carbon	Fibre	Gripper	Paste	(carded)	 10g

TF2 WORKSHOP PACK
For the complete workshop set-up, our Workshop Pack comes loaded with all of 
the most popular items that are used in workshops across the world every day. 
Includes 400ml TF2 Ultimate Lubricant Spray, 400ml TF2 Extreme Wet Lube, 
two 400ml TF2 Performance All Weather Lubes, 125ml Bike Grease, 50g Carbon 
Gripper Paste, 400ml Citrus Degreaser Aerosol, 400ml Disc Brake Cleaner, 500ml 
Protect & Shine Spray, and 1 litre Citrus Degreaser.
03079	 TF2	Workshop	Pack

The	Teflon™	Story
While working on FREON, scientists at Du Pont’s Jackson Laboratory 
discovered that a frozen, compressed sample of tetrafluoroethylene had 
polymerised spontaneously to a white, waxy solid; poly-tetrafluoroethylene. 
Testing showed that this remarkable material was so slippery that virtually 
nothing would stick to it. Thus, Teflon™ was born.
The resulting Teflon™ coating is a fluorocarbon solid, meaning that it has a 
high molecular weight made up solely of carbon and fluorine. This means 
it is resistant to corrosive chemicals, doesn’t absorb water, can withstand 
extremes of heat and cold, resists UV rays, and produces extremely low 
static coefficients of friction. Unlike conventional lubricants, Teflon™ 
minimises ‘slick-slip’ problems, and is particularly effective in applications 
requiring low speeds and light loads, making it ideal for cycle components.
So exclusive is the use of Teflon™, that we are the only cycle brand in the 
whole of Europe to hold the license to use Teflon™ in our lubricants.
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75ml,	125ml	&	400ml

SELECTING THE PERFECT CHAIN LUBE FOR YOUR BIKE

CHOOSE 
YOUR	LUBE...

KEY 
FEATURES FORMULATION PERFECT	FOR...

WET WEATHER
Highly durable TF2 Extreme 
is designed for harsh weather 
and long distance cycling – a 
long lasting chain lube with 

excellent water displacement.

Formulated with high 
performance synthetic oils 
and special additives for 

reducing frictional losses and 
increasing efficiency.

Riders who require smooth 
and reliable riding over long 
distances, in wet or extreme 

conditions.

ALL-WEATHER
The ultimate all-weather 

chain lube, TF2	Performance	
offers enhanced protection 

for your bike all year round – 
whatever the weather.

Enhanced with Teflon™ 
surface protector.

Riders who require consistent 
drivetrain efficiency in variable 

weather conditions.

100ml,	400ml,	1ltr	&	5ltr

 DRY WEATHER
Specially formulated for 

chains, dérailleurs and cables, 
TF2	Plus avoids attracting 
dirt that causes damage to 

moving parts - the perfect dry 
weather chain lube.

Enhanced with Teflon™ 
surface protector.

Riders who require 
smooth and reliable riding 
over long distances, in hot 

or dry conditions.

75ml	&	125ml

 DRY WAX
With its tenacious penetrating 

action and excellent dirt 
repelling properties, TF2 Ultra 

is designed for cycle chains 
working in tough exposed 

environments.

Formulated with special 
additives for reducing 
frictional losses and 
increasing efficiency.

Riders whose bikes are stored 
indoors, transported in cars, 

and used in dry and 
dusty conditions.

100ml

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY
TF2	Endurance 

improves gear shifting 
performance whilst 

reducing metal friction to an 
unparalleled level for quieter, 

smoother gear changes.

Formulated with special 
additives for reducing 
frictional losses and 
increasing efficiency.

Riders who require 
peak performance, efficiency 

and endurance in all 
weather conditions.

100ml

tf2-lubricants.co.uk
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TF2 PLUS DRY CHAIN LUBRICANT
TF2 Plus is enhanced with Teflon™ surface protector and is specially formulated for chains, 
derailleurs and cables.
> Suitable for both on- and off-road use
> Resists water penetration and wash-off
> Enhanced with Teflon™ surface protector to protect and ensure smooth running of the 
 drive chain
> Avoids attracting dirt that causes damage to moving parts 
		 03034	 TF2	Plus	Dry	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 75ml
	 03035	 TF2	Plus	Dry	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 125ml

TF2 ULTRA DRY CHAIN WAX
TF2 Ultra is a dry wax lubricant with excellent dirt repelling properties, for cycle chains working 
in tough exposed environments. Specially formulated for chains, derailleurs and cables.
> Tenacious penetrating action
> Excellent dirt repelling properties
> Water resistant and anti-corrosive
> Reduces chain noise and works in all conditions
	 03056	 TF2	Ultra	Dry	Wax	 100ml

TF2 PERFORMANCE CHAIN LUBRICANT
 The ultimate all-weather lube with Teflon™ surface protector, TF2 Performance offers enhanced 
protection for your bike all year round – whatever the weather.
> Enhanced protection all year round
> Extremely versatile lubricant with multi-purpose applications 
	 03047	 TF2	Performance	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 100ml
	 03074	 TF2	Performance	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 400ml
	 03048	 TF2	Performance	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 1ltr
	 03049	 TF2	Performance	Lubricant	with	Teflon™	surface	protector	 5ltr

TF2 ENDURANCE CERAMIC LUBRICANT
 The newest addition to our range of chain lubricants features ceramic technology to improve 
gear shifting performance whilst reducing metal friction to an unparalleled level for quieter, 
smoother gear changes. 
	 03065	 TF2	Endurance	Ceramic	Lubricant	 100ml

Teflon™ is a registered trademark of The Chemours Company FC LLC, used under license by Weldtite Products Ltd.

DRY LIGHT RAIN HEAVY RAIN COLD
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TF2 EXTREME WET CHAIN LUBRICANT
Highly durable TF2 Extreme is designed for harsh weather and long distance cycling – a long 
lasting lube with excellent water displacement.
> Long lasting
> Special additives for reducing frictional losses and increasing efficiency
> Water wash-off resistant 
	 03036	 TF2	Extreme	Wet	Lubricant	 75ml
	 03037	 TF2	Extreme	Wet	Lubricant	 125ml	
	 03073	 TF2	Extreme	Wet	Lubricant	 400ml

TF2 CHAIN LUBES 4-PACK
This neat little pack holds four x 50ml bottles of our most popular lubes, offering year-round 
protection to keep gears running smoothly throughout all seasons. 
> Pack contains: TF2 Plus Dry Lube, TF2 Extreme Wet Lube, TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube, and  
 TF2 Ultra Dry Chain Wax.
03061	 TF2	Chain	Lubes	4-Pack	 4x	50ml

TF2 COMBINATION LUBES TRAY
Our new combination counter display tray comes loaded a selection of our most popular  
chain lubricants - 6 100ml bottles of TF2 Performance and 3 each of 75ml TF2 Plus,  
75ml TF2 Extreme, 100ml TF2 Ultra Dry Wax and 100ml TF2 Endurance Ceramic.
> Pack comes individually boxed with all the items pre-packed into the tray
03071	 TF2	Combination	Lubes	PoS	Tray	 18	Bottles

TF2 PROFESSIONAL ADVANCED CERAMIC CHAIN WAX
Trusted by the professionals. Our Advanced Ceramic Chain Wax has been developed for elite level 
competition where every watt counts. Now available in new packaging to reflect the premium  
pedigree and quality of the chain wax.
NEW 
03053	 TF2	Professional	Advanced	Ceramic	Chain	Wax	 100ml

tf2-lubricants.co.uk
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BALL	BEARINGS	&	CAGES
A range of top quality bearings, supplied with and without TF2 Lithium Grease.
> Case hardened
> Tested and approved to grade 1000 performance
> Also used in top end original equipment applications
> British-made ball bearings quality assured specification 
06151	 1/8”	Ball	Bearings	(20	bags	x	72	balls	=	1	card)
06152	 5/32”	Ball	Bearings	(20	bags	x	54	balls	=	1	card)
06153	 3/16”	Ball	Bearings	(20	bags	x	36	balls	=	1	card)
06154	 7/32”	Ball	Bearings	(20	bags	x	24	balls	=	1	card)
06155	 1/4”	Ball	Bearings	(20	bags	x	24	balls	=	1	card)
06162	 5/32”	Head	Race	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06163	 3/16”	ATB/BMX	Head	Race	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06165	 1/4”	Bottom	Bracket	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06116	 5/16”	ATB/BMX	B/B	Ball	Race	Cages	(10	pairs	=	1	card)
06166	 3/16”	Front	Hub	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06167	 1/4”	Rear	Hub	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06168	 5/32”	x	22’B’	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06169	 5/32”	x	22’A’	Ball	Cages	(20	pairs	=	1	card)
06141	 1/8”	Ball	Bearings	(1000)
06142	 5/32”	Ball	Bearings	(750)
06143	 3/16”	Ball	Bearings	(500)
06144	 7/32”	Ball	Bearings	(325)
06145	 1/4”	Ball	Bearings	(200)
06171	 1/8”	Ball	Bearings	and	Grease	(72	balls)	
06172	 5/32”	Ball	Bearings	and	Grease	(54	balls)
06173	 3/16”	Ball	Bearings	and	Grease	(36	balls)
06174	 7/32”	Ball	Bearings	and	Grease	(24	balls)
06175	 1/4”	Ball	Bearings	and	Grease	(24	balls)	
06177	 5/32”	Head	Race	Ball	Cages	(2)	and	Grease
06178	 3/16”	ATB/BMX	Head	Race	Ball	Cages	(2)	and	Grease
06179	 1/4”	Bottom	Bracket	Ball	Cages	(2)	and	Grease	
06180	 5/16”	ATB/BMX	B/Bracket	Ball	Race	Cages	(2)	and	Grease
06181	 3/16”	Front	Hub	Ball	Cages	(2)	and	Grease	
06182	 1/4”	Rear	Hub	Ball	Cages	(2)	and	Grease
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STANDARD AXLES
Top quality steel axles, available with and without hub cages and TF2 Lithium Grease.
08310	 9.5	x	175mm	Standard	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08330	 9.5	x	175mm	Standard	Axle

HOLLOW QUICK RELEASE AXLES
Quality QR axles available in all popular sizes, available with and without hub cages  
and TF2 Lithium Grease.
08316	 9.0	x	108mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08317	 10.0	x	135mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08318	 10.0	x	140mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08319	 10.0	x	145mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage	
08336	 9.0	x	108mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle
08337	 10.0	x	135mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	
08338	 10.0	x	140mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle	
08339	 10.0	x	145mm	Hollow	Quick	Release	Axle 
08350	 Quick	Release	Skewers	

CHROME MOLY AXLES
Superior quality chrome moly axle suitable for front and rear hubs and available in a  
variety of sizes, supplied with or without hub cages and TF2 Lithium Grease.
> Controlled specification ensuring longer life
> Chrome moly guaranteeing extra strength 
08311	 9.0	x	140mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08312	 9.5	x	175mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08314	 10.0	x	145mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08315	 10.0	x	175mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle	+	Grease	&	Hub	Cage
08331	 9.0	x	140mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle
08332	 9.5	x	175mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle
08334	 10.0	x	145mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle
08335	 10.0	x	175mm	Chrome	Moly	Axle

tf2-lubricants.co.uk
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Dirtwash makes light work of cleaning your bike. 
The Dirtwash collection is made up of products that eliminate 

grease and grime from all parts of the bicycle, from chains and 
derailleurs to frames and seat posts. 

We all want more time on the trails, more time on the road or more time on the 
track. Wherever we ride we share the same passion for exploring new places and 
for pushing ourselves to achieve more. Dirtwash products are designed to clean 

and protect your bike efficiently and quickly so you can be out there, 
doing what you love for longer, no matter the weather. 

Dirtwash. Serious bike cleaning and protection. Period.
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DIRTWASH BIKE CLEANER
Spray the whole bike with Bike Cleaner to bring a sparkle back to the paintwork and polished 
metal parts, then rinse with clean water. The ultimate mechanic approved bike cleaner.
With its improved trigger, our 1 litre bottle dispenses more cleaner with a single trigger pull but 
the spray pattern can now be adjusted with a turn of the nozzle.
> Cleans quickly with minimal scrubbing
> 100% acid-free, yet has the power associated with acid cleaners
> Safe to use on painted, plated, polished or clear coated finishes 
03028	 Dirtwash	Bike	Cleaner	 1ltr
03031	 Dirtwash	Bike	Cleaner	 5ltr
03033	 Dirtwash	Bike	Cleaner	 25ltr
06007	 	Spray	Trigger	Extension	(for	use	with	03031)

DIRTWASH BIKE CLEANER CONCENTRATE
Save on packaging and reuse your Dirtwash Bike Cleaner bottle with our Bike Wash Concentrate.
> 200ml of Concentrate makes 1 litre of Dirtwash Bike Cleaner 
03059	 Dirtwash	Bike	Cleaner	Concentrate	 200ml

DIRTWASH	CARBON	CLEAN	&	PROTECT	SPRAY
Specially engineered to clean and protect carbon frames, our new Carbon Clean & Protect Spray 
protects your bike against UV rays and environmental agents.
> Suitable for lacquered and matte finishes
> Leaves no residue or streaking
03062	 	Dirtwash	Carbon	Clean	&	Protect	Pump	Spray	 250ml

DIRTWASH	PROTECT	&	SHINE	SPRAY
A high quality silicone/wax blend polish which cleans quickly and provides a high gloss finish on 
all parts of your bike.
> Leaves a high gloss finish
> Excellent water repellance
03042	 Dirtwash	Protect	&	Shine	Aerosol	Spray	 500ml
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DIRTWASH CITRUS DEGREASER - AEROSOL
To clean oily components, use Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser - it’s specially formulated to degrease 
chains and gears.
> Rapid air drying formula containing natural oils
> Powerful spray action and cleaning strength  
03002	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Degreaser	Aerosol	Spray	 400ml
03011	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Degreaser	Aerosol	Spray	 150ml

DIRTWASH CITRUS DEGREASER - LIQUID
Powerful, water-based Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser is highly effective in removing grease.  
Non-aerosol and biodegradable.
> Powerful water-based degreaser
> Highly effective in removing grease
> Non-aerosol, environmentally friendly
> Easy rinse-off formula, soluble in water  
03022	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Degreaser	 1ltr	
03041	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Degreaser	 5ltr
03030	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Degreaser	 25ltr

DIRTWASH CHAIN CLEANING MACHINE
Patented chain powered degreasing machine with dynamic four-sided brush action, supplied 
with a 75ml bottle of Chain Degreaser.
> Graduated drip feed reservoir
> Suitable for most sizes of chain
> Derailleur anchor arm for hands-free use
> Strong chemical resistant casing
> Removable brushes for easy cleaning 
06017	 Dirtwash	Chain	Cleaning	Machine

DIRTWASH CHAIN DEGREASER
Our ever popular Citrus Degreaser gets a new name, new packaging, new price point and a 
bigger size, but still with the same powerful cleaning action that riders have come to expect. 
> Powerful water-based degreaser
> Highly effective in removing grease
> Non-aerosol, environmentally friendly
> Easy rinse-off formula, soluble in water  
03017	 Dirtwash	Chain	Degreaser	 75ml
03023	 Dirtwash	Chain	Degreaser	Spray	 250ml
03075	 Dirtwash	Chain	Degreaser	 400ml

dirtwash.co.uk
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DIRTWASH DISC BRAKE CLEANER SPRAY
A heavy duty cleaning spray designed specifically for disc brake systems.
>  Rapid air drying formula leaves no residue or deposits on the discs which can adversely 
 affect braking ability
> Improves brake performance and reduces brake squeal
> Doesn’t corrode or contaminate pads, rubber, plastic or paint 
03029	 Dirtwash	Disc	Brake	Cleaner	Aerosol	Spray	 250ml 
03072	 Dirtwash	Disc	Brake	Cleaner	Aerosol	Spray	 400ml

DIRTWASH CLEANING WIPES
Handy size wipes in single sachets for use on the go cleaning of your bike's frame, brakes 
and chain.
> Brake Surface Wipes remove oil, grime, grease and brake fluid to ensure effective 
 braking performance
> Chain Wipes removes grime, grease and lubricants from your chain. 
> Frame Wipes remove grime, grease and lubricants from your bike’s framework 
> Rapid air drying formula, leaves no residue
	 04022	 Dirtwash	Brake	Surface	Wipes	(6)
	 04030	 Dirtwash	Chain	Wipes	(4)	  
	 04034	 Dirtwash	Frame	Wipes	(5)

DIRTWASH G-STRINGS
Elasticated, non-abrasive cleaning strings – ideal for cleaning sprockets, derailleurs and chain rings.
>  Non-abrasive
>  Elasticated with handy end hooks
>  Woven fibres for effective grime removal
>  Ideal for cleaning sprockets, derailleurs and chain rings
> Suitable for all sizes of cassette 
06006	 Dirtwash	G-Strings	Gear	Cleaning	Strings

DIRTWASH CHAIN KEEPER
The Chain Keeper clamps into the drive side rear stay and keeps the chain in place for easy 
maintenance and transport.
> Protects chainstay, dropout and derailleur while travelling
> Ensures chain remains under tension with wheel remove
> Holds chain away from frame for easy cleaning
> Enables smooth gear shifting when cleaning or transporting
> Prevents scratching to the frame
NEW 
TBC	 	Dirtwash	Chain	Keeper	
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DIRTWASH	EXPANDING	SPONGE	&	MICROFIBRE	CLOTH
The essential accessories to keep your bike in perfect shape with our cleaners, degreasers 
and polishes.
> Vacuum packed to minimise shelf space and reduce carriage costs 
06040	 Dirtwash	Expanding	Sponge	&	Microfibre	Cloth

BRUSHES
> Our multi-function sprocket brush's solvent resistant nylon bistles reach deep into   
 chain and gear systems to remove stubborn dirt
>  Our softwash brush's durable yet soft nylon bristles clean whilst caring for your  
 bike’s paintwork
06012	 Sprocket	Brush
06023	 Softwash	Brush

BRUSH SETS
The ideal brush sets for cleaning cycles. High quality, tough construction. 
> Sprocket brush for chains and gears
> Tapered brush for brakes and spokes
> Frame and tyre wrap around brush
06013	 Cleaning	Brush	Set	(3	-	Sprocket,	Tapered	and	Frame	Brushes)
06020	 Cleaning	Brush	Set	(2	-	Sprocket	and	Tapered	Brushes)

CITRUS HAND CLEANER
Now with an improved formulation making use of Hydrated Silica to replace environmentally 
harmful polybeads, our hand cleaner works better than ever while retaining all the signature 
characteristics that cyclists and workshops love.
>  Suitable for home use
> Plastic bead free
> Kind to hands 
03020	 Dirtwash	Citrus	Hand	Cleaner	 500ml		
03008	 Heavy	Duty	Hand	Cleaner	 5ltr

dirtwash.co.uk
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ULTIMATE BIKE CARE KIT
A large 12.3ltr bucket containing:
> TF2 Ultimate Aerosol Spray with Teflon™ surface protector (400ml)
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (100ml)
> Dirtwash Bike Cleaner Spray (1ltr)
> Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser Aerosol Spray (400ml)
> Bike Cleaning Brush Set (Sprocket, Tapered and Frame Brushes)
> Sponge 
03003 Ultimate Bike Care Kit

PIT STOP CLEANING KIT
A 2.3ltr bucket containing:
> Dirtwash Bike Cleaner Spray (200ml)
> Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser Spray (150ml)
> TF2 Ultimate Aerosol Spray with Teflon™ surface protector (150ml)
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (50ml)
> G-Strings Cleaning Strings
> Sponge
> Cloth
03044	 Pit	Stop	Cleaning	Kit

BIKE CARE KIT
A 4.9ltr bucket containing:
> Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser Aerosol Spray (150ml)
> TF2 Ultimate Aerosol Spray with Teflon™ surface protector (150ml)
> TF2 Extreme Wet Lube (75ml)
> Sprocket Brush
> Sponge
> Cloth
03019 Bike Care Kit

Teflon™ is a registered trademark of The Chemours Company FC LLC, used under license by Weldtite Products Ltd.

PERFORMANCE	CLEAN	&	LUBE	KIT
A 4.9ltr bucket containing:
> TF2 Ultimate Aerosol Spray with Teflon™ surface protector (150ml)
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (100ml)
> Dirtwash Bike Cleaner Spray (1ltr)
> Sprocket Brush
> Sponge
03032	 Performance	Clean	&	Lube	Kit
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DIRTWASH SERVICE PACK
All of the essentials for easy, regular servicing in a compact, premium carton. Contains:
> Dirtwash Bike Cleaner (500ml)
> Dirtwash Chain Degreaser (250ml )
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (100ml) 
> 4x Dirtwash Brake Surface Wipes
> Sprocket Brush
> Sponge 
NEW
03092	 Dirtwash	Service	Pack

DIRTWASH SOS TRAVEL KIT
Clean, lube and repair your bike on the go with this handy kit of travel essentials. Includes:
>  TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (7ml) (x2)
>  Disc Rotor Wipes (x2)
>  Chain Wipes (x2)
>  Mechanic's Hand Wipes (x2)
>  Red Devil self seal patches (x3)
> Tyre levers (x2)
> Silicon carbide paper
01040	 Dirtwash	SOS	Travel	Kit

ESSENTIALS KIT
All the essentials you need to keep your bike clean and lubricated. Includes:
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (100ml)
> Dirtwash Chain Degreaser (75ml)
> Sprocket Brush
> Cure-C-Cure Puncture Repair Kit
> Cyclo Tyre Levers (3)
06025	 Essentials	Kit

DIRTWASH STARTER PACK
Containing all of the big hitters from the Dirtwash and TF2 ranges, our starter kit is the perfect 
gift for any cyclist. Contains:
> Dirtwash Bike Cleaner Spray (200ml)
> Dirtwash Citrus Degreaser Spray (100ml)
> Dirtwash Protect & Shine Spray (100ml)
> TF2 Performance All-Weather Lube with Teflon™ surface protector (50ml)
> Sponge 
03066	 Dirtwash	Starter	Pack

dirtwash.co.uk
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Point	of	Sale 
Our POS is carefully designed to reflect our brand identity 

and entice customers towards our products in store.

All of our TF2, Dirtwash and eCare stands and pods feature removable 
artwork, reducing your costs and ensuring the core structure becomes 

an evergreen feature in store. 
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TF2 CHAIN LUBES MERCHANDISER POD
Quick and easy to assemble, this new lightweight pod comes with TF2 branded frame 
and crown and a selection of our most popular chain lubes. Buy the stock pack and 
receive the pod for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03034 TF2 Plus  (75ml)   x7
> 03065 TF2 Endurance (100ml)  x7
> 03056 TF2 Ultra (100ml)   x7
> 03047   TF2 Performance (100ml)  x7
> 03036 TF2 Extreme (75ml)   x7
> 03001 TF2 Cycle Oil  (125ml)   x6 
00030	 TF2	Chain	Lubes	Merchandiser	Pod
00040	 TF2	Chain	Lubes	Stock	Pack

TF2 MERCHANDISER POD
Give our leading lubricants maximum impact in the retail environment with this new 
lightweight pod. Comes with TF2 branded frame and crown. Buy the stock pack and 
receive the pod for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03015 TF2 Ultimate Lubricant Spray  (400ml) x4
> 02019 TF2 Bike Grease (125ml)  x5
> 03034 TF2 Plus  (75ml)   x7
> 03065 TF2 Endurance (100ml)  x7
> 03056 TF2 Ultra (100ml)   x7
> 03047   TF2 Performance (100ml)  x7
> 03036 TF2 Extreme (75ml)   x7
00033	 TF2	Merchandiser	Pod
00043	 TF2	Merchandiser	Stock	Pack

TF2	&	DIRTWASH	MERCHANDISER	POD
Our leading lubricant and cleaning lines can be displayed side-by-side with this new 
lightweight combo pod. Comes with dual-branded frame and crown. Buy the stock 
pack and receive the pod for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03015 TF2 Ultimate Lubricant Spray  (400ml) x4
> 03035 TF2 Plus  (125ml)   x7
> 03037 TF2 Extreme (125ml)   x7
> 03022  Citrus Degreaser  Liquid (1 litre)  x4
> 03028  Dirtwash Bike Cleaner (1 litre)  x3
00034	 TF2	&	Dirtwash	Merchandiser	Pod
00044	 TF2	&	Dirtwash	Merchandiser	Stock	Pack

DIRTWASH MERCHANDISER POD
Give our most popular cleaners maximum impact in the retail environment with this 
new lightweight pod. Comes with Dirtwash branded frame and crown. Buy the stock 
pack and receive the pod for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03002 Citrus Degreaser  Aerosol Spray (400ml) x4
> 03029 Disc Brake  Cleaner  Aerosol Spray (250ml) x5
> 03062 Carbon Clean  & Protect Spray (250ml) x5
> 03022 Citrus Degreaser  Liquid (1 litre)  x4
> 03028 Dirtwash Bike Cleaner (1 litre)  x3
00032	 Dirtwash	Merchandiser	Pod
00042	 Dirtwash	Merchandiser	Stock	Pack

Teflon™ is a registered trademark of The Chemours Company FC LLC, used under license by Weldtite Products Ltd.
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SHOP DISPLAY STAND
A lightweight,  free standing shop merchandiser containing our leading cleaning and 
lubricant lines. Quick and easy to assemble, the stand comes with branded frames and 
crown to give maximum impact in the retail environment. Buy the stock pack and receive 
the stand for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03034 TF2 Plus  (75ml)   x7
> 03065 TF2 Endurance (100ml)  x7
> 03056 TF2 Ultra (100ml)   x7
> 03047   TF2 Performance (100ml)  x7
> 03036 TF2 Extreme (75ml)   x7
> 03001 TF2 Cycle Oil  (125ml)   x6  
> 03015 TF2 Ultimate Lubricant Spray  (400ml) x4
> 02019 TF2 Bike Grease (125ml)  x5
> 06017 Chain Cleaning Machine  x4
> 03042 Protect & Shine  Aerosol Spray (500ml) x4
> 03002 Citrus Degreaser  Aerosol Spray (400ml) x4
> 03029 Disc Brake  Cleaner  Aerosol Spray (250ml) x5
> 03062 Carbon Clean  & Protect Spray (250ml) x5
> 03022 Citrus Degreaser  Liquid (1 litre)  x4
> 03028 Dirtwash Bike Cleaner (1 litre)  x3
00035	 TF2	&	Dirtwash	Shop	Merchandiser	Stand
00045	 TF2	&	Dirtwash	Shop	Merchandiser	Stock	Pack

eCARE MERCHANDISER POD
Give our new eBike range maximum impact in the retail environment with this new 
lightweight pod. Comes with eCare branded frame and crown. Buy the stock pack and 
receive the pod for FREE! Stock pack includes:
> 03900 eCare Connection Spray (150ml)  x8
> 03901 eCare Chain Degreaser Spray (150ml) x8
> 03902 eCare Foam Cleaner Spray (150ml) x8
> 03903   eCare Chain Lube Spray (150ml)  x8
> 03904   eCare Wax Polish Spray (150ml)  x8
> 04041 eCare Frame Wipes   x10
00036	 eCare	Merchandiser	Pod
00046	 eCare	Merchandiser	Stock	Pack

weldtite.co.uk
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Eco Responsible. Green. Clean. Natural. 

The PURE collection is petroleum free, maximising the use of sustainable 
ingredients and renewable resources to create high performance products. 

Made in the UK, PURE is the perfect solution to help transform the world into 
a greener and safer place, without compromising on 

performance or enjoyment. 
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PURE BIKE WASH
Brings a sparkle back to painted, clear coated and carbon surfaces. Also available as a 
Concentrate - save on packaging and reuse your Bike Wash bottle. 200ml of concentrate makes 
1 litre of Pure Bike Wash.
>  100% acid free but still with the power of acid based cleaners
> Safe to use on paintwork 
03401	 Pure	Bike	Wash		 1ltr 
03402	 Pure	Bike	Wash	Concentrate	 200ml

PURE BIKE PROTECTOR
Our multi-purpose formula cleans and polishes in one, leaving a durable, high gloss shine and 
excellent water repellence, without streaks and white residues.  
> Leaves a durable high gloss shine 
03408	 Pure	Bike	Protector	 250ml

PURE BIKE DEGREASER
A powerful natural-based degreaser, highly effective in removing grease and oil.
> Easy rinse off formula
> Soluble in water
> Non-aerosol and environmentally friendly 
03403	 Pure	Bike	Degreaser	 250ml

PURE BIKE GREASE
Formulated specifically with bikes in mind. For use on headsets, wheel bearings and bottom 
brackets. Great water resistance and lubricity - inhibits corrosion.
> Great water resistance and lubricity
> Inhibits corrosion 
03404	 Pure	Bike	Grease	 100ml
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PURE DRY LUBE
Ideal for dry weather riding.
> Resists water penetration and reduces friction
03407	 Pure	Dry	Lube	 100ml

PURE WET LUBE
A thick, heavy duty lube designed to stick to the chain in wet conditions.
> Ideal for extreme weather and long distance riding
> Solvent free 
03406	 Pure	Wet	Lube	 100ml

PURE BIKE OIL
Inhibits rust with excellent corrosion protection, reducing friction on moving parts.
03405	 Pure	Bike	Oil	 	 150ml

PURE MERCHANDISER PACK
00011	 Display	Box
00012	 Display	Box	c/w	stock
03410	 Pure	Combination	Lube	Tray	with	Stock	(complete	with	6x	03405,	03406	and	03407)

bikepure.co.uk
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The freedom and benefits of cycling 
with some extra electronic assistance. Whatever your reason 

for riding, eCare makes light work of maintaining your eBike or Pedelec. 

All eCare products are 100% waterless to protect the important electronic 
components within your bike. From Dry Foam Cleaner to Connection Spray every 
eCare product is formulated to optimise performance no matter the conditions.

Clean and protect your bike with minimal fuss. With eCare you have 
more time to ride your favourite routes and trails 

no matter the weather.



Tailored Maintenance 

            for Electric Bikes
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eCARE CONNECTION SPRAY
A non-corrosive and non-conductive contact cleaner which protects and cleans electrical 
components, leaving no residue behind.The powerful jet spray can be used from all angles with 
no loss of penetrating power. 
> Specially formulated for eBikes
> Leaves no residue
03900	 eCare	Connection	Spray	 150ml

eCARE CHAIN DEGREASER SPRAY
Effectively cleans and degreases chains, gear mechanisms and sprockets. Rapid air drying 
formula leaves no residue, allowing you to re-lube your chain straight after cleaning. 
> Specially formulated for eBikes
> Leaves no residue
03901	 eCare	Chain	Degreaser	Spray	 150ml

eCARE FOAM CLEANER SPRAY
A multi use foam cleaner designed for the quick removal  of all dirt, oil or insect residue without 
the use of water.  Fragranced, deep cleaning acid and solvent free formula. For use on frames, 
handlebars and forks. 
> Specially formulated for eBikes
> Acid and solvent free formula
03902	 eCare	Foam	Cleaner	Spray	 150ml

eCARE CHAIN LUBRICANT SPRAY
A superior lubricant spray for maintaining the precision made parts of eBikes. Both lubricates 
and protects against corrosion. Suitable for use on chains, gear mechanisms and sprockets. 
> Specially formulated for eBikes
03903	 eCare	Chain	Lubricant	Spray	 150ml
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eCARE WAX POLISH SPRAY
This high quality silicone / wax blend is specifically formulated to leave a high gloss finish on 
painted surfaces, which protects paintwork from streaking and makes cleaning easier.  
> Specially formulated for eBikes
03904	 eCare	Wax	Polish	Spray	 150ml

eCARE MAINTENANCE SPRAY PACKS
All of the essential products to maintain an eBike in one handy kit. Contains Connection Spray 
to keep electrical contacts functioning at peak efficiency, Chain Degreaser Spray to thoroughly 
clean down the drivetrain, Foam Cleaner Spray to take care of dirty frames without the need for 
water, Chain Lube Spray to re-lubricate the chain after cleaning and Wax Polish Spray to protect 
the frame once cleaned. The perfect upsell with every eBike sale.
NEW DESIGN
03907	 eCare	Maintenance	Spray	Pack	 5x150ml

eCARE FRAME WIPES
Antibacterial frame wipes to be used to clean the painted surfaces of your eBike's frame without 
fear of water ingress to electrical components.  
04041	 eCare	Frame	Wipes	(5)	

eCARE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
All of the essential products to fix a puncture. Includes three small, two large and one oval  
Cure-C-Cure patches, rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon, two Ezytech tyre levers and  
two frame wipes.   
01041	 eCare	Puncture	Repair	Kit	

 weldtite.co.uk/ecare
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Our heritage stems from the 1940s, making 
tyre and puncture repair materials for the British Military. 

Since then our Puncture protection range has expanded, incorporating 
the latest technologies to meet and exceed the demands of today’s cyclists 

whether they ride tubes, tubular or tubeless. 

Wherever you ride in 2019 the hassle of a puncture can be largely avoided 
with the new Complete Tubeless Conversion system. However, if you 

do suffer a puncture, our award-winning puncture repair kits 
will get you back on your bike in no time.
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Weldtite	Puncture	Repair	
The most comprehensive range of cycle puncture repair kits 
available in the UK. The variety of our kits ensure that we 
have applications to meet every cyclist's needs.

patch

tubeless
✔	 For all tubeless tyres
✔	 External Repair Kit won MBUK’s 

tubeless repair kit grouptest 
✔	 Durable Internal Repair Kit available

✔	 Traditional Puncture Repair Kits
✔	 Rubber patches for bicycle tyres
✔	 PVC patches for a range of ‘blow up’ 

products
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red devils

✔	 Feather edged rubber patches
✔	 Automotive level quality
✔	 High quality puncture repair

✔	 Feather edged rubber patches
✔	 Comprehensive kits including tools 

and/or CO2 cylinders
✔	 Premium puncture repair

✔	 Glueless, hassle free puncture 
repair

✔	 Self seal patches with triple  
layer adhesive

✔	 Make repairs faster than ever

cure-c-cure

airtite

weldtite.co.uk/weldtite-puncture-repair
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AIRTITE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
Our Airtite kit is also available with the dealer's name and address printed on the label 
free of charge (minimum 100 pieces).
> Contents: 6x Airtite patches (4 round, 2 rectangular), 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk 
	 01016	 Airtite	Puncture	Repair	Kit
	 01028	 Airtite	Own	Label	Puncture	Repair	Kit*
* Labels supplied separately FOC

AIRTITE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT WITH TYRE LEVERS
> Contents: 6x Airtite patches, 2x tyre levers, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, rubber strip
	 01029	 Airtite	Puncture	Repair	Kit	with	Tyre	Levers

AIRTITE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT WITH TOOLS
> Contents: 6x Airtite patches (4 round, 2 rectangular), 3x tyre levers, hex keys, 
 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon
	 01007	 Airtite	Puncture	Repair	Kit	with	Tools

AIRTITE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT WITH CO2
> Contents: 6x Airtite patches (4 round, 2 rectangular), 3x tyre levers, 16g CO2 cylinder 
 and valve adaptor, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon
	 01024	 Airtite	Puncture	Repair	Kit	with	C02
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AIRTITE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT FOR FAT TYRES
Contains all the necessary tools to repair a 3”+ tubed fat tyre.
> Contents: 2x medium and 1x large round Airtite patches, 2x rectangular Airtite patches, 
sandpaper, 2x 5g rubber solution tubes, 2x tyre levers
	 01034	 Airtite	Puncture	Repair	Kit	for	FAT	Tyres

 CURE-C-CURE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
The world famous Cure-C-Cure puncture repair kits – automotive quality feather edged patches 
which are manufactured to comply with current standards BSAU 159.
> Contents: 6x Cure-C-Cure patches, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon  
	 01003	 	Cure-C-Cure	Puncture	Repair	Kit

 CURE-C-CURE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT FOR RACE
The world famous Cure-C-Cure puncture repair kits – automotive quality feather edged patches 
which are manufactured to comply with current standards BSAU 159.
> Contents: 6x narrow profile Cure-C-Cure patches, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon  
	 01006	 Cure-C-Cure	Puncture	Repair	Kit	for	Race

 CURE-C-CURE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT 
FOR MOTORCYCLES
The world famous Cure-C-Cure puncture repair kits – automotive quality feather edged patches 
which are manufactured to comply with current standards BSAU 159.
> Contents: 6x motorcycle Cure-C-Cure patches, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon 
	 01004	 Cure-C-Cure	Puncture	Repair	Kit	for	Motorcycles

weldtite.co.uk/weldtite-puncture-repair
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CYCLE TUBELESS REPAIR KIT FOR EXTERNAL USE
External repair kit for tubeless bicycle tyres.
> Prevents rim seal from being disturbed
> All necessary tools included 
> Contents: 5x Tubeless repair strings, knife, rasp and needle tools, 5g rubber solution,  
 sandpaper, crayon
	 01014	 Cycle	Tubeless	Repair	Kit	for	External	Use

CYCLE TUBELESS REPAIR KIT FOR INTERNAL USE
Internal repair kit for tubeless bicycle tyres.
> Durable and easy to use 
> Contents: 6x patches, 5g super glue, sandpaper
	 01017	 Cycle	Tubeless	Repair	Kit	for	Internal	Use
 

TUBELESS REPAIR KIT FOR MOTORCYCLES
External repair kit for tubeless motorcycle tyres– no need for tyre removal.
> Prevents rim seal from being disturbed
> All necessary tools included 
> Includes rapid inflation system
01010	 Tubeless	Repair	Kit	for	Motorcycles

TUBELESS REPAIR STRINGS
Replacement tubeless repair strings. 
	 04020	 Tubeless	Repair	Strings	(10	pack)
	 04040	 Tubeless	Repair	Strings	with	Rubber	Solution	(5	pack)
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PATCH PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
> Durable and easy to use 
> Perfect for all bicycle inner tubes 
> Contents: 8x patches, 5g rubber solution, sandpaper, chalk, crayon
	 01012	 Patch	Puncture	Repair	Kit

PVC PATCH PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
> Durable and easy to use 
> Ideal for a range of products including air beds, balls etc. 
> Contents: 8x patches, 5g All Purpose Glue, sandpaper
	 01009	 PVC	Patch	Puncture	Repair	Kit

RUBBER SOLUTION
Fast drying vulcanising rubber solution suitable for all patches except PVC. 
	 02001	 Rubber	Solution	Tube	(Box	of	50)	 5g
	 02002	 Rubber	Solution	Tube	(Box	of	25)	 15g
	 02022	 Rubber	Solution	Tube	(Carded)	 15g

VINTAGE CYCLE REPAIR OUTFIT
75th Anniversary metal tin in a weathered, vintage design.
> Ideal gift  
> Contents: 6x patches, 1x traditional rubber patch strip, 2x tyre levers, 5g Rubber Solution,  
 sandpaper, chalk, crayon
	 01075	 Vintage	Cycle	Repair	Outfit

weldtite.co.uk/weldtite-puncture-repair
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RED DEVILS SELF SEAL PATCH KITS
6 self seal puncture repair patches for cycle inner tubes. Our self seal repair patches have a triple 
layer adhesive and an impervious membrane to prevent air loss for a quick and simple repair.
> Triple layer adhesive
> Impervious membrane prevents air loss
> Quick and simple repair  
	 01021	 Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patch	Kit	(Carded) 
	 01031	 Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patch	Kit	(Display	Box)	(12	kits)
	 01023	 Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patch	Kit	(Display	Jar)	(36	kits)

RED DEVILS SELF SEAL PATCH KITS
Boxed kits of 6 self seal Red Devil patches, with and without tyre levers.
> Triple layer adhesive
> Impervious membrane prevents air loss
> Quick and simple repair  
	 01036	 Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patch	Kit
	 01039	 	Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patch	Kit	with	Tyre	Levers

RED DEVILS COMPLETE PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT
A single action tyre lever containing 4 self seal Red Devil patches.
> Secure compartment for patches  
06011	 Red	Devils	Complete	Puncture	Repair	Kit

RED DEVILS SELF SEAL PATCHES
8 self seal puncture repair patches for cycle inner tubes.
> Triple layer adhesive
> Impervious membrane prevents air loss
> Quick and simple repair  
04006	 Red	Devils	Self	Seal	Patches	(carded)
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TYRE FIT MOUNTING GEL
The specially formulated tyre mounting fluid makes fitting tyres a breeze. Simply apply to the 
tyre bead with the brush applicator and watch the tyre bead slide easily into place on the rim.
> Evaporates in 15 minutes 
03077	 Tyre	Fit	Mounting	Gel	 100ml

WEDGE BAG REPAIR KIT
A handy wedge bag containing essential puncture repair equipment.
> Contents: Jetvalve CO2 Tyre Inflator, 16g CO2 Cylinder, Multi Tool, Red Devils Self Seal Patch Repair  
 Kit, 2x Ezytech Tyre Levers, Mounting Clip 
06038	 Wedge	Bag	Repair	Kit

PUNCTURE REPAIR MATERIALS AND PATCHES
0.6mm thick butyl rubber patch sheet with protective backing for multiple puncture repairs 
of different sizes.
	 04001	 Patch	Strip	(155mm	x	95mm)
	 04021	 Patch	Strip	(155mm	x	95mm)	(Carded)
	 04004	 Patch	Repair	Sheet	(755mm	x	95mm)
Automotive quality Cure-C-Cure feather-edged patches ensure a permanent repair in all conditions.
> Tapered edge to eliminate lifting
> Quality brand leader for almost a century 
	 04003	 Cure-C-Cure	Cycle	Repair	Strip	
	 04023	 Cure-C-Cure	Cycle	Repair	Patches	(Carded)	(9)
	 04005	 Narrow	Profile	Cure-C-Cure	Patches	(6)

CYCLE TYRE SEAL
A pressurised latex sealant for both fast puncture repair and tyre inflation on the go.
> Each can of Cycle Tyre Seal contains sufficient sealant to repair two road tyres or one  
 mountain bike tyre
> An easy to use temporary repair 
03010	 Cycle	Tyre	Seal	 100ml

weldtite.co.uk/weldtite-puncture-repair
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Introducing	Weldtite	Puncture	Management	
New for 2019, our range of tubeless solutions from inner tube sealant to tubeless 
conversion kits are designed to enable you to ride further, for longer and over more 
varied terrain without the worry or hassle of punctures. 

INNER TUBE SEALANT
An invaluable puncture preventative for those who find themselves hampered by flats. In the event 
of a puncture, the solution is forced to the hole by centrifugal force, while the fibres plug the hole 
immediately and permanently with minimal loss of pressure.
> Environmentally friendly water-based formula
> Seals punctures up to 3mm in diameter
> Suitable for both road and MTB
> Easy applicator nozzle with integrated valve core remover 
NEW 
03014	 Inner	Tube	Sealant	 250ml
NEW 
03088	 Inner	Tube	Sealant	 1ltr
NEW 
03013	 Inner	Tube	Sealant	(includes	pump	dispenser)	 5ltr

TUBELESS TYRE SEALANT
An essential purchase for anyone who has converted to tubeless. In the event of a puncture, the 
solution is forced to the hole by centrifugal force, plugging the hole immediately and permanently 
with minimal loss of pressure.
> Environmentally friendly water-based formula featuring synthetic and allergy free latex
> Seals punctures up to 3mm in diameter
> Suitable for both road and MTB
> Easy applicator nozzle with integrated valve core remover
NEW 
03063	 Tubeless	Tyre	Sealant	 240ml
NEW 
03093	 Tubeless	Tyre	Sealant	 1ltr
NEW 
03094	 Tubeless	Tyre	Sealant	(includes	pump	dispenser)	 5ltr
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PUNCTURE PROTECTION TAPE
Long lasting puncture prevention tapes, available for both touring and racing bikes (Blue) and 
mountain bikes (Red and Green).
> Easily applied to the inside of your bike’s tyres
> Strong flexible EVA construction
> Co-extruded for additional protection
> Non-brittle and long lasting
> Wide temperature application
> Blue tape fits tyres up to 700c; Red tape fits tyres up to 26”; Green tape fits tyres 
 up to 29” 
NEW 
04007	 Puncture	Protection	Tape	-	Road	and	Touring	Bike	Tape	(Blue)
NEW 
04008	 Puncture	Protection	Tape	-	Mountain	Bike	Tape	(Red)
NEW 
04009	 Puncture	Protection	Tape	-	Mountain	Bike	29”	Tape	(Green)

SELF SEALING INNER TUBES
Quality inner tubes pre-filled with our puncture prevention solution in the correct dosage.  
In the event of a puncture, the solution is forced to the hole by centrifugal force, while the 
fibres plug the hole immediately and permanently with minimal loss of pressure.
> Prevents flat tyres
> Seals punctures instantly up to 3mm diameter
> Works time after time
> Water-based with anti-corrosion properties and is completely harmless 
> Inner tube and tyre will not stick together
> Will not dry out regardless of outside temperatures
> Every inner tube is individually tested before leaving the factory 
NEW 
Schrader	Inner	Tubes
04018	 12.5"	x	1.75	-	2.25	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04012	 20"	x	1.75	-	2.125	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04013	 24"	x	1.75	-	2.125	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04014	 26"	x	1.50	-	2.10	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04019	 700	x	28c	-	35c	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04024	 27.5"/650B	x	2.00	-	2.50	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04025	 29"	x	1.90	-	2.35	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
NEW 
Presta	Inner	Tubes
04015	 26"	x	1.50	-	2.10	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04016	 700	x	18c	-	25c	Seal	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04017	 700	x	28c	-	35c	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04026	 27.5"/650B	x	2.00	-	2.50	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube
04028	 29"	x	1.90	-	2.35	Self	Sealing	Inner	Tube

weldtite.co.uk/instructions/tubeless
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COMPLETE TUBELESS CONVERSION SYSTEM
Convert to tubeless with the Weldtite Complete Tubeless Conversion System. Using 
a tubeless system enables you to ride further and over more varied terrain for longer 
without the hassle of punctures. In the event of a puncture the tubeless solution is 
forced to the hole by centrifugal force, plugging the hole immediately and permanently 
with minimal loss of pressure. This kit includes Rim Tape, Tyre Sealant, Tyre Levers, 
Mounting gel and 2 x 55mm presta valves.
> The complete system for converting to tubeless
> Environmentally friendly tubeless tyre sealant 
> Easy applicator nozzle with integrated valve core remover
> Seals punctures up to 3mm in diameter for hassle free riding
> Tubeless conversion kit guide included
> Tubeless ready wheels and tyres recommended  
NEW 
04062	 Complete	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	Road	(700c)
NEW 
04063	 Complete	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	MTB	(26”	27.5”	29”)

EASI-FIT TUBELESS CONVERSION SYSTEM
Converting to tubeless has never been easier with the Weldtite Easi-Fit tubeless conversion 
system. This system uses Easi-Fit rim bands which are installed around the wheel (rim bed) 
to easily prevent air escaping. Using a tubeless system enables you to ride further and over 
more varied terrain for longer without the hassle of punctures. In the event of a puncture the 
tubeless solution is forced to the hole by centrifugal force, plugging the hole immediately and 
permanently with minimal loss of pressure. This kit includes Easi-Fit Rim Bands, Tyre Sealant 
and 2 x 55mm presta valves. 
> Innovative tape free system for converting to tubeless. 
> Environmentally friendly tubeless tyre sealant 
> Easy applicator nozzle with integrated valve core remover
> Seals punctures up to 3mm in diameter for hassle free riding
> Tubeless conversion kit guide included 
> Tubeless ready wheels and tyres recommended
NEW 
04065	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	Road	(700c)
NEW 
04066	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	MTB	(26”)
NEW 
04067	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	MTB	(27.5”)
NEW 
04068	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	System	-	MTB	(29”)

Use CO2 to 
complete your 

tubeless conversion. 
Explore the Jetvalve 
collection on p. 48
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weldtite.co.uk/instructions/tubeless

EASI-FIT TUBELESS CONVERSION KIT
Converting to tubeless has never been easier with the Weldtite Easi-Fit tubeless conversion kit. 
This system uses Easi-Fit rim bands which are installed around the wheel (rim bed) to easily 
prevent air escaping. Using a tubeless system enables you to ride further and over more varied 
terrain for longer without the hassle of punctures. This kit includes Easi-Fit Rim Bands and 2 x 
55mm presta valves.  
> Innovative tape free system for converting to tubeless. 
> Tubeless conversion kit guide included 
> Tubeless ready wheels and tyres recommended
NEW 
04056	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit	-	Road	(700c)
NEW 
04057	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit	-	MTB	(26”)
NEW 
04058	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit	-	MTB	(27.5”)
NEW 
04059	 Easi-Fit	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit	-	MTB	(29”)

ESSENTIAL TUBELESS CONVERSION KIT
Convert to tubeless with the Weldtite Essential Tubeless Conversion Kit. Using a tubeless 
system enables you to ride further and over more varied terrain for longer without the hassle of 
punctures. This kit includes Rim Tape and 2 x 55mm presta valves. 
> The essential kit for converting to tubeless
> Tubeless conversion kit guide included 
> Tubeless ready wheels and tyres recommended  
NEW 
04050	 Essential	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit	-	Road		(700c)
NEW 
04051	 Essential	Tubeless	Conversion	Kit		-	MTB	(26”	27.5”	29”)

TUBELESS VALVE KIT
Weldtite Tubeless Valves are designed for use in tubeless systems and are compatible with 
tubeless ready wheels and tyres.  
NEW 
05050	 Tubeless	Valve	Kit		-	Road/MTB	(2	x	55m	presta)
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The trick to reducing the hassle of punctures is 
being prepared, so you can be riding again as quickly as possible. 

Jetvalve’s range of innovative mounts and pods are designed to transport 
Jetvalve CO2 cylinders and inflators ergonomically, without impacting on 

the overall aesthetic of the bike. 

Jetvalve CO2 inflators are easy to use and effective, getting you up to 
full pressure in seconds. Whether you ride tubeless, tubular 

or with inner tubes, Jetvalve is the answer when 
every second counts. 
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JETVALVE 
CO2 INFLATION 

SYSTEM
Jetvalve is the lightweight, compact 

CO2 system for easy, instant inflation for both 
Presta and Schrader type valves. The system now 

includes a number of lightweight mounts and 
pods with silicon straps for secure fixing, 
designed to be mounted on seat posts 

and bottle cages.

ANGLED HEAD 
FOR EASE OF USE

COMPATIBLE	WITH	16g	&	25g	
THREADED CYLINDERS

COMPATIBLE WITH PRESTA
&	SCHRADER	VALVES

LIGHTWEIGHT YET 
ROBUST DESIGN
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	 	 Size	 No.	Tyres	 PSI
 ROAD 700c x 23 2 85
 TOURING 700c x 28 1 115
 MTB 26" x 1.95 2 26
 MTB 27.5" x 2.25 2 16
 MTB 29" x 2.1 2 22
 BMX 20" x 2 2 40

25g

	 	 Size	 No.	Tyres	 PSI
 ROAD 700c x 23 1 130
 TOURING 700c x 28 1 88
 MTB 26" x 1.95 1 40
 MTB 27.5" x 2.25 1 22
 MTB 29" x 2.1 1 30
 BMX 20" x 2 1 54

16g

INFLATION 
GUIDE

Jetvalve CO2 cylinders 
come in two sizes - 

16g and 25g. Use the guide 
to make sure you select the 

right size cylinders for 
your bike's tyres.

jetvalve.co.uk
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CO2 INFLATORS
Jetvalve CO2 inflator head with push control, suitable for instant inflation of all valve types.
> Compatible with 16g – 25g threaded cylinders 
07030	 Jetvalve	Inflator	Head
07020	 Jetvalve	Inflator	Head,	C02	Cylinder	(16g)	and	sleeve

CO2 CYLINDERS
Threaded 16g and 25g CO2 cylinders, compatible with the Jetvalve inflator head. 
07007	 Jetvalve	16g	C02	Cylinders	(2)
07009	 Jetvalve	16g	C02	Cylinders	(5)
07011	 Jetvalve	16g	C02	Cylinders	(30)
07012	 Jetvalve	25g	C02	Cylinders	(3)
07013	 Jetvalve	25g	C02	Cylinders	(20)

CO2 MOUNT
Lightweight mount for Jetvalve CO2 cylinders.
> Designed to be mounted under a bottle cage
07034	 Jetvalve	C02	Mount

BOTTLE CAGE MOUNT
Lightweight mount for the Jetvalve CO2 inflator and cylinders.
> Designed to be mounted under a bottle cage
> Complete with silicon straps for secure fixing 
07031	 Jetvalve	Bottle	Cage	Mount
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SEAT POST MOUNT
Lightweight mount for the Jetvalve CO2 inflator.
> Designed to be mounted on the seat post
> Complete with silicon straps for secure fixing 
07032	 Jetvalve	Seat	Post	Mount

SMART SYSTEM BOTTLE CAGE MOUNT
Lightweight mount for the Jetvalve CO2 inflator and cylinders.
> Designed to be mounted under a bottle cage
> Complete with silicon straps for secure fixing and two 16g CO2 cylinders 
07021	 Jetvalve	Smart	System	-	Bottle	Cage	Mount

SMART SYSTEM SEAT POST MOUNT
Lightweight mount for the Jetvalve CO2 inflator and cylinders.
> Designed to be mounted on the seat post
> Complete with silicon straps for secure fixing and two 16g CO2 cylinders 
07022	 	Jetvalve	Smart	System	-	Seat	Post	Mount

SMART SYSTEM REPAIR POD
> Ideal gift
> Ideal for backpacks or wedgebags
> Includes two tyre levers, two CO2 cylinders, inflator head and self-seal patches 
07023	 Jetvalve	Smart	System	-	Repair	Pod

jetvalve.co.uk
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The essential parts and accessories to ensure your bike is 
set up perfectly. From Disc Rotor Bolts, Valve Extensions and 

Quick Release Skewer Springs to Headset Spacers and Handlebar Bar 
Plugs. Bike Bits has you covered. 

The Bike Bits Dispenser (00005) is a prominent feature in many bike shops 
across the world. Each product is individually packaged enabling you to quickly 

select and charge for the product required. This is especially useful 
when your customer needs this one product and saves you 

the trouble of rooting through the workshop to try 
and find a second hand spare.
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08001	 Brake	Adjuster

BRAKE CABLE STRADDLE
BRIDGE HANGER

08016

5/16”
TRACK NUTS (2)

08035

3/8”
TRACK NUTS (2)

08036

SCHRADER TO PRESTA
ADAPTOR
08070

00005	 Dispenser	(Empty)
00015	 Stock	for	00005

08003	 Cable	End	Covers	(10)08002	 Brake	Pinch	Bolts	(2) 08005	 Brake	Plastic	 
	 Ferrule	(10)

08004	 Cantilever	Boss	 
	 Bolts	(2)

08007	 Gear	O	Rings	(6)08006	Brake	O	Rings	(6) 08009	 Gear	Plastic	 
	 Ferrule	(10)

08008	 Disc	Rotor	Bolts	(6) 08011	 Disc	Brake	Shims	(10)08010	 Mudguard	Nuts	 
	 &	Bolts	(4)

08013	 M7	Brake	Adjuster08012	 M10	Brake	Adjuster 08015	 Brake	Hose	Clips	(5)08014	 Computer	Magnet 08020	 M5	x	20mm	Bolts	(2)08016	 Brake	Cable	Straddle	 
	 Bridge	Hanger	

08022	 M6	x	20mm	Bolts	(2)08021	 M8	x	45mm	Bolt	(1) 08030	 Cotterless	Crank	 
	 Nuts	14mm	(2)

08023	 M6	x	35mm	Bolts	(2) 08032	 9mm	Track	Nuts	(2)08031	 Allen	Key	Crank		
	 Bolts	(2)

08034	 14mm	Nuts	(2)08033	 10mm	Track	Nuts	(2) 08036	 3/8”	Track	Nuts	(2)08035	 5/16”	Track	Nuts	(2) 08041	 Headset	Star	Nut 
 1 1/8”

08040	 Headset	Star	Nut	1”

08043	 Headset	Spacer	 
	 5mm	1	1/8”	(3)

08042	 Headset	Top	Cap	+	 
 Bolt 1 1/8”

08060	 Schrader	Valve	Caps	 
	 (2)

08050	 Handlebar	Head	 
	 Plugs	(2)

08062	 Presta	Valve	Caps	(2)08061	 Woods	Valve	Caps	(2)

08064	 Valve	Repair	Tool08063	 Easy	Pump	Valves	(2) 08066	 Football,	Airbed		 
	 &	Cycle	Adaptors

08065	 Woods	Valve	Kit	(2) 08070	 Presta	to	Schrader 
	 Adaptor

08360	 5/16”	Track	Nuts	(12	pairs	=	1	card)
08361	 9.0mm	Track	Nuts	(12	pairs	=	1	card)
08362	 3/8”	Track	Nuts	(12	pairs	=	1	card)
08363	 10.0mm	Track	Nuts	(12	pairs	=	1	card)
08370	 5/16”	Track	Nuts	(100)
08371	 9.0mm	Track	Nuts	(100)
08372	 3/8”	Track	Nuts	(100)
08373	 10.0mm	Track	Nuts	(100)
08374	 14.0mm	Wheel	Nuts	(10)

BAGGED

08037	 Quick	Release 
	 Skewer	Springs
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05002	 Universal	Pump	 
	 Connector	Hose

05001	 Short	Valve	Cores	(4) 05004	 Key	Metal	Valve 
	 Caps	(4)

05003	 Metal	Domed	Valve	 
	 Caps	(4)

05006	 Metal	Valve	 
	 Extensions	(4)

05005	 Schrader	Type 
	 Plastic	Valve	Caps	(4)

05008	 Tread	Depth	Gauge 
 

05007	 Valve	Repair	Tool 
 

05013	 	Schrader	Type	90˚	
Bend	Valve	Extension

05010	 Football	Adaptor 
 

05020	 Easy	Pump	Valves	(2)	 
	 &	Top	Nuts	(2) 

05015	 Presta	to	Woods	 
	 Adaptor

05028	 Presta	Cores	(2),		
	 Caps	(2)	&	Remover 

05027	 Presta	Valve	 
	 Extensions	(2)	 
	 Tubular	Valve 

05030	 Clamp	-	in	Valve	 
	 11.5mm	Straight	-	 
	 Chrome	Secure

05029	 Clamp	-	in	Valve	8mm		
	 Straight	-	Chrome 

05032	 	Easy	Pump	Valves	(2),	
Top	(2)	and	Rim	(2)	Nuts

05031	 Easy	Pump	Cycle	 
	 Valves	(2) 

05035	 Presta	Valve		
	 Extensions	(2) 
	 HP	Tyres

05034	 Football,	Airbed	and		
	 Cycle	Adaptors

05037	 32mm	Plastic	Valve	 
	 Extensions	(4)

05036	 19mm	Plastic	Valve	 
	 Extensions	(4)

05042	 Snap	-	in	TR412	 
	 Valve	33mm	long,		
	 11.5mm	hole

05039	 	Snap	-	in	100 	̊Bend	
Valve	38mm	long,	
11.5mm	hole

05101	 Short	Valve	Cores
 

05043	 Snap	-	in	TR413	 
	 Valve	43mm	long,	 
	 11.5mm	hole

05105	 Schrader	Type	 
	 Plastic	Valve	Caps 

05104	 Key	Metal	Valve	Caps 
 

05115	 Presta-to-Woods	 
	 Adaptor	(100	pot)

05113	 Schrader	Type	90˚	 
	 Bend	Extensions

05153	 Valve	Body	Top	Nuts 
 

05150	 Presta	to	Schrader	
	 Adaptor	(100	pot) 

05156	 Woods	Easy	Pump	 
	 Valves

05155	Presta	Plastic 
	 Dust	Caps 
 

05162	 Football	Adaptors 
 

05161	 Valve	Tubing	(5m) 
 

00010	 Cycle	Valve	Selection	 
	 Box	(Complete) 

05163	 Schrader	type-to- 
	 Woods	Adaptor	 
	 (100	pot)

05045	 Skull	&	Crossbones		
	 Valve	Caps	(2) 
 

05044	 Dice	Valve	Caps	(2) 
 

05022	 Bullet	Valve	Caps	-	 
	 Orange	(2) 

05021	 Bullet	Valve	Caps	-	 
	 Pink	(2) 

05046	 Smiley	Face	Valve	 
	 Caps	(2)

05023	 Bullet	Valve	Caps	-	 
	 Green	(2)

05048	 Football	Valve	Caps		
	 (2) 

05047	 8	Ball	Valve	Caps	(2) 
 

05049	 Eyeball	Valve	Caps		
	 (2) 

CARDED

bikebits.co.uk
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Nothing beats the feeling of riding a 
perfectly tuned bike. When all you can hear 

are the sounds of nature, the steady hum of your 
wheels rolling over the ground, your gears shifting 

smoothly and the voices of your riding partners, life is good.

This is why professional mechanics across the world rely on Cyclo Tools. 
We are committed to constant innovation, exceptional quality and dependability 
so you have absolute confidence in your bicycle. Whether it’s switching pedals, 

changing cassettes, servicing hubs or fitting bottom brackets, 
Cyclo Tools has you covered. 

Our quality assurance and manufacturing excellence 
inspires confidence. We underwrite our confidence 

with a lifetime guarantee on all Cyclo Tools. 
Cyclo is the UK tool brand that you can 

depend on for years to come.
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MULTI TOOL
7 function folding multi tool.
> Chrome vanadium
> Most popular size hexagon keys (2, 3, 4, 5 & 6mm)
> Includes cross and slot screwdrivers 
06320	 Multi	Tool

BALL END HEX KEY WRENCH SET
Workshop quality, ball end hex key wrench set.
> Chrome vanadium
> Ball ended for angled entry
> Holder forms T-bar handle
> Comprehensive range of bicycle sizes – 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, & 10mm 
06301	 Ball	End	Hex	Key	Wrench	Set	(8)

TORQUE WRENCHES
Torque wrenches can ensure that nuts are tightened in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendation avoiding undue mechanical stress and distortion.
> Ratchet drive
> Micrometer type adjustment sleeve allows precise torque values to be set
> Supplied in a protective storage case 
06325	 Torque	Wrench	3/8”	drive,	2-24Nm
07774	 Hex	Socket	Set	(4,	5,	6	&	8mm)	[3/8”	to	fit	06325]
06355	 Torque	Wrench	1/4”	drive,	2-24Nm	with	tools
06315		25/32mm	Socket	&	1/2”-3/8”	adapter

20 FUNCTION MULTI TOOL
Comprehensive tool kit for emergency roadside fixes and basic maintenance. Includes;
> Spoke Keys - 3.23 / 3.3 / 3.45 / 3.96
> Hex Keys - 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8mm
> Torx Keys - T10 / T15 / T25 / T30
> Chain Breaker and Chain Hook
> Emergency Puncture Repair Kit and Tyre Levers
> Pedal Spanner and Phillips Screwdriver
NEW 
06350	 20	Function	Multi	Tool

DELUXE MULTI TOOL
Deluxe folding multi tool.
> Chrome vanadium
> Includes spoke keys (12, 13 & 14g)
> Assorted spanner sizes (8, 9 & 10mm)
> Hexagon keys (2, 4, 5 & 6mm)
> Includes cross and slot screwdriver heads
06321	 Deluxe	Multi	Tool
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‘Y’ TORX WRENCHES
> Comfortable dual moulded grip
> Nickel plated 
06322	 Y	Torx	Wrench	(T10,	T15,	T20)
06323	 Y	Torx	Wrench	(T25,	T30,	T40)

‘Y’ WRENCH ALLEN KEYS
> Comfortable dual moulded grip
> Nickel plated 
06310	 ‘Y’	Wrench	Allen	Keys	(4,	5,	6mm)
06318	 ‘Y’	Wrench	Allen	Keys	(2,	2.5,	3mm)
06319	 Ball	Ended	‘Y’	Wrench	Allen	Keys	(4,	5,	6mm)

‘Y’ SOCKET WRENCHES
> Comfortable dual moulded grip
> 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15mm sizes
> Nickel plated with hardened sockets 
06306	 Mini	‘Y’	Wrenches	(8,	9,	10,	13,	14,	15mm)

HEXAGONAL KEY RING WRENCH SET
In order to carry out safety checks and adjust your seat and stem, you’ll need a set of allen keys.
> Hardened and tempered
> Comprehensive range of bicycle sizes – 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, & 10mm
> Key ring provided for easy storage 
06302	 Hexagonal	Key	Ring	Wrench	Set	[8]

CABLE CUTTERS
Heavy duty, workshop quality cutters.
> Cushion grip handles for comfort 
06330	 Cable	Cutters

cyclo-tools.co.uk
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CHAIN WEAR INDICATOR
> Indicates 0.75% wear or 1% wear 
07902	 Chain	Wear	Indicator

RIVEX CHAIN RIVET EXTRACTOR
Alloy cast chain tool suitable for most chain types.
> Detachable handles for easy storage
> Case hardened and cyanide dipped pin for extra strength 
06003	 Rivex	Chain	Rivet	Extractor

UNIVERSAL CHAIN TOOL
Easily break and re-join all sizes of bicycle chain.
> Suitable for 1 – 12 speed chains
> Lugs for loosening tight links
> Hardened pin for durability 
06314	 Universal	Chain	Tool

1-12 SPEED CHAIN TOOL WITH CHAIN HOOK
Durable Chain Tool for use with all bicycle chains.
> 1/8”, 3/16” & 3/32” chain compatible
> Storage for quick link, chain hook and spare pin
> Replaceable hardened steel pin
> Includes lugs to loosen tight links 
NEW
06313	 1-12	Speed	Chain	Tool	with	Chain	Hook

WORKSHOP CHAIN RIVET EXTRACTOR
Suitable for 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10 speed chains, also 1/8 single speed chains.
> Larger diameter thread for accurate pin location
> Locates by three bearing bushes rather than by one
> Investment cast body for extra strength 
07718	 Workshop	Chain	Rivet	Extractor
07719	 	Workshop	Chain	Rivet	Extractor	Rep	Ext	Screw
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SPROCKET REMOVERS
These workshop quality chain whips give leverage on the cogs without slippage – and the  
extra-long handle allows you to apply extra leverage.
> Heat-treated to prevent bending
> Long, cushioned handle for extra leverage and comfort in use 
06311	 Sprocket	Remover	(5-11	Speed)
06383	 Sprocket	Remover	(5,	6,	7,	&	8	Speed)
06385	 Sprocket	Remover	(9	&	10	Speed)
06386	 Sprocket	Remover	(11	Speed)

CHAIN RING BOLT TOOL
Designed to hold the rear of chain ring bolts – one size fits all.
07723	 Chain	Ring	Bolt	Tool

CHAIN	RING	&	ROTOR	STRAIGHTENER
Fits all popular chain ring widths and rotors.
07909	 Chain	Ring	&	Rotor	Straightener

CHAIN LINK PLIERS
Our chain link pliers are simple to use, opening and closing a variety of quick release links. 
Ergonomic cushioned handles and the Cyclo LIFETIME GUARANTEE mean these are the last 
chain link pliers you’ll ever need.
> Suitable for all quick links
> Limited travel jaws
> Sprung design 
06307	 Chain	Link	Pliers

cyclo-tools.co.uk
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SPOKE KEYS
Designed to fit into wheels where the spokes are tightly packed together.
> Quick and easy to use 
06343	 3.23	-	3.45mm	Spoke	Key
06345	 3.7	-	4.4mm	Spoke	Key

GLASS NYLON TYRE LEVERS
Reinforced with glass nylon fibre for extra strength, our review topping glass nylon reinforced 
tyre levers are now available in vibrant yellow, making them even easier to find in a back pack or 
saddle bag. 
06024	 Black	Glass	Nylon	Reinforced	Tyre	Levers	(30)
06034	 Black	Glass	Nylon	Reinforced	Tyre	Levers	(Carded)	(3)
06044	 Yellow	Glass	Nylon	Reinforced	Tyre	Levers	(Carded)	(3)
06045	 Yellow	Glass	Nylon	Reinforced	Tyre	Levers	(30)

EZYTECH LEVERS
A compact, ergonomic design suitable for all rim types.
> Extra-strong, lightweight polymer
> Slim tipped for tight beads, with two-way spoke hooks and built-in deflator 
06022	 Ezytech	Tyre	Levers	(Carded)	(3)
06032	 Ezytech	Tyre	Levers	(Display	Jar)	(30)

METAL TYRE LEVERS
Chrome plated metal tyre levers.
> Round bars for extra strength
> Long length for better leverage 
06004	 Metal	Tyre	Levers	(50)
06014	 Metal	Tyre	Levers	(Carded)	(3)

SPOKE RULER
Stainless steel, length 340mm.
> Includes measuring scale 0 - 340mm and imperial equivalent
> Measures 1.6mm to 4.0mm spokes and ball bearing diameters
> Measures spoke nipple size and has a hanging slot
> Presented in a clear plastic wallet 
07900	 Spoke	Ruler
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 FORGED PEDAL SPANNER
Extra long and drop forged pedal spanner.
> Chrome vanadium
> Extra length gives increased leverage
> 15mm ends offset at different angles for easier use
> Plastic inserts to prevent scratching 
06371	 Forged	Pedal	Spanner	(15/15mm)

15mm PEDAL SPANNER
A quality consumer pedal spanner.
> Cushioned handle for comfort in use 
06382	 Pedal	Spanner	(15mm)

CONE SPANNERS
Double ended, dual sized cone spanner set for the home mechanic.
> Spring steel for extra strength
> Lightweight pocket size
> Only 2mm thick 
06370	 Cone	Spanners	(13/14mm	&	15/17mm)

SINGLE HEAD CONE SPANNERS
A complete range of individual workshop single headed cone spanners.
> Made from 2.5mm steel, with cushioned handle for comfort in use
> Eight sizes available (13 to 22mm) 
06373	 13mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner	
06374	 14mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner
06375	 15mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner
06376	 16mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner	
06377	 17mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner	
06378	 18mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner	
06379	 19mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner
06384	 22mm	Single	Head	Cone	Spanner

cyclo-tools.co.uk
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DUMBELL SPANNER
Traditional 10-in-1 cycle spanner.
> Chrome plated
> Extra strong ‘H’ section shaft
> Metric sizes (6 to 15mm)
> Strong and durable 
	 06001	 Dumbell	Spanner
	 06303	 Dumbell	Spanner	(Carded)

OVERSIZE HEADSET SPANNERS
Heavy duty, precision spanners.
> Hardened and tempered
> Bright chrome plated
> CNC laser cut for total accuracy 
06364	 36/40mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner
06365	 31/33mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner
06366	 	34/35mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner
06367	 15mm	Pedal	/	36mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner
06368	 32/36mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner
06369	 30/32mm	Oversize	Headset	Spanner

 BOTTOM BRACKET FIXED CUP SPANNER
15mm pedal / 36mm bottom bracket spanner.
> Hardened and tempered
> Bright chrome plated
> CNC laser cut for total accuracy 
06360	 15mm	Pedal	/	36mm	Bottom	Bracket	Fixed	Cup	Spanner

	BOTTOM	BRACKET	ADJUSTABLE	CUP	SPANNER
32mm head / bottom bracket spanner.
> Hardened and tempered
> Bright chrome plated
> CNC laser cut for total accuracy 
06361	 32mm	Head	/	Bottom	Bracket	Adjustable	Cup	Spanner
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LOCK RING SPANNERS
> Hardened and tempered
> Bright chrome plated
> CNC laser cut for total accuracy 
06362	 Bottom	Bracket	Cup	/	24mm	Lockring	Spanner
06363	 32mm	Head	Nut	&	Lockring	Spanner

OPEN/RING SPANNERS
A full range of forged chrome vanadium open/ring spanners. 
07779	 6mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07780	 7mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07781	 8mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07782	 9mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07783	 10mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07784	 11mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07785	 12mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07786	 13mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07787	 14mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07788	 15mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07789	 16mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07790	 17mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07791	 18mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07792	 19mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07793	 20mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07794	 21mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07795	 22mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07796	 23mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07797	 24mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07798	 25mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
07799	 26mm	Open/Ring	Spanner
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A. B. C. 

A. 

 STANDARD USER TOOLS - TALL ALLEN KEYS
07775	 4mm	Tall	Allen	Key
07776	 5mm	Tall	Allen	Key
07777	 6mm	Tall	Allen	Key
07778	 8mm	Tall	Allen	Key

 STANDARD USER TOOLS - SCREWDRIVERS
07767	 Philips	Screwdriver	(0x75)
07768	 Philips	Screwdriver	(1x100)
07769	 Philips	Screwdriver	(2x125)

07770	 Flat	Screwdriver	(3.2x75)
07771	 Flat	Screwdriver	(4x100)
07772	 Flat	Screwdriver	(5x150)
07773	 Flat	Screwdriver	(6x250)

 STANDARD USER TOOLS - HAMMERS
07765	 Double	Ended	Mallet	(A)
07766	 Locksmith	Hammer	(B)

 STANDARD USER TOOLS - FILES
07899	 Flat	File	(A)
07898	 Half	Round	File	(B)
07897	 Round	File	(C)

A. B.  STANDARD USER TOOLS - MISCELLANEOUS
07896	 Wire	Brush	(A)
07912	 Vernier	Calliper	(B)

B. 
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SHADOW BOARD
The Cyclo Tool Shadowboard – the perfect way to keep your tools tidy and your workstation organised.
> Flexible vinyl poster 100 x 167cm - requires fixing to a wooden panel (not supplied) or solid  
 wall surface so that hooks and fixings can be made secure
> Supplied with all the clips, hooks and fasteners necessary to correctly hang the illustrated tools
> Available with and without tools 
NEW
00006	 Cyclo	Tools	Shadow	Board
NEW
00306	 Shadow	Board	Tool	Set	(78	Cyclo	Tools)

Tools: Inner Wire Plier | Workshop Cable Cutter | Crank Extractor | Spoke Key (3.23, 3.3, 3.45mm) | 
Spoke Key (3.7,3.96,4.4mm) | 15mm Pedal/36mm BB Spanner | 32mm BB Adj. Cone Spanner |  
BB Cup 24mm Lockring Spanner | 31/33mm Oversize Headset Spanner | 34/35mm Oversize 
Headset Spanner | 32/36mm Oversize Headset Spanner | 30/32mm Oversize Headset Spanner | 
Pedal Spanner 15mm | 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm Single Head Cone Spanners | Isis BB Remover | 
Shimano Freewheel Remover | Campag Freewheel and BB Remover | BMX 4 Peg Freewheel 
Remover | BB Remover | Shimano Hollowtech II BB Tool | Chain Rivet Extractor | Slip Jopint Pliers | 
Circlip Pliers | Long Nose Pliers | Linesmans Pliers | Phillips Screwdrivers (0x75, 1x100, 2x125) | 
Flat Screwdrivers (3x75, 1x100, 2x125) | 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24, 
25, 26mm Open/Ring Spanner | Round File | Half Round File | Flat File | Spoke Ruler | Chain Wear 
Indicator | Cassette Lockring Tool Shimano | Shimano Lockring Remover | Sprocket Remover 5-11 | 
Chain Link Pliers | 4mm T Allen key | 5mm T Allen key | 6mm T Allen key | 8mm T Allen key | Y Torx 
Wrench (T10,T15,T20) | Y Torx Wrench (T25,T30,T40) | Y Wrench Allen keys (2,2.5,3mm) | Mini Y 
Wrenches (8,9,10,13,14,15mm) | Gear Hanger Alignment Tool | Torque Wrench (2-24Nm)  
with Sockets
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14mm COTTERLESS CRANK EXTRACTOR
For removing cranks from standard and Shimano splined oversized bottom brackets.
> Forged body with CNC precision finish
> Removable caps for splined cranks
> Workshop quality 
06339	 14mm	Cotterless	Crank	Extractor

COTTERLESS CRANK EXTRACTOR WITH HANDLE
The above tool (06339), but with the convenience of an attached handle.
> Suitable for both splined and squared taper
> Cushioned handle for comfort
> Workshop quality 
06344	 Cotterless	Crank	Extractor	with	Handle	

HYDRAULIC BRAKE FLUID
Weldtite produces two versions of brake fluid - Mineral and Dot - and it is essential to use the 
correct fluid in your hydraulic brakes.
> Wide-necked bottle enables the syringe to fit right into the bottle, eliminating waste 
	 03039	 Mineral	Oil	Brake	Fluid	 125ml
	 03040	 Dot	Brake	Fluid	 125ml

UNIVERSAL BLEED KIT
Our comprehensive kit for bleeding most types of hydraulic disc brakes just got better!
> Compatible with SRAM (inc. Bleeding Edge), Shimano, Hope, Avid, Formula, Tektro, Magura,  
 Hayes MPH and Clarks
> Includes piston spacer to prevent over-extension of brake pads  
06327	 Universal	Bleed	Kit
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SHIMANO HOLLOWTECH II BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL
Features a cap remover which fixes onto the main tool magnetically to prevent loss.
> Complete circle head eliminates slippage
> Cushioned handle for comfort
> Workshop quality 
06399	 	Shimano	Hollowtech	II	Bottom	Bracket	Tool

CAMPAGNOLO CASSETTE LOCKRING 
&	BOTTOM	BRACKET	CARTRIDGE	REMOVER
> Machine made and case hardened 
06338	 Campagnolo	Cassette	Lockring	&	Bottom	Bracket	Cartridge	Remover

COMPLETE	REMOVER,	RETAINER	&	SPANNER	SET
Workshop storage presentation case containing the Cyclo Pro-series Remover range.
06390	 Complete	Remover	(6),	Retainer	&	Spanner	Set

REMOVER	SPANNER	(1”/32mm)
Purpose made Cyclo Pro-series Remover Spanner.
> Laser cut for accuracy, hardened and tempered for extra strength
> Long length for extra leverage 
06392	 Remover	Spanner	(1”/32mm)
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HOLLOWTECH II/ULTRA TORQUE 
BOTTOM BRACKET REMOVAL HEAD
Also fits FSA Mega EXO, SRAM GXP and Truvative Howitzer.
06387	 HollowTech	II/Ultra	Torque	Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Head

REMOVERS 
06393	 Freewheel	Remover,	Shimano	Fit	(UG)	(A)
06394	 Freewheel	&	Bottom	Bracket	Remover	-	Campag	Fit	(B)
06395	 	Cassette	Lockring	Remover	-	Shimano	Fit	(HG)	(C)
06396	 Bottom	Bracket	Cartridge	Tool	-	Shimano	Fit	(D)
06397	 BMX	4	Peg	Freewheel	Remover	(E)
06398	 Bottom	Bracket	Remover	-	Campag,	SKF,	FAG	Fit	(F)

A. B. C. 

D. E. F. 

BB30 BEARING REMOVAL TOOL
Professional workshop quality removal tool for BB30 bearings.
> Soft face to prevent damage to the bike frame
> Can be used with spanner, pliers or screwdriver 
07727	 BB30	Bearing	Removal	Tool

TRUVATIV ISIS SHIMANO 9 SPEED REMOVER
Isis bottom bracket and block remover.
>  Aluminium alloy casting for superior strength and lightness
> To be used in conjunction with the retainer tool and screw in adapter (06391) 
06389	 Truvativ	Isis	Shimano	9	Speed	Remover
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BOTTOM BRACKET REMOVAL TOOL
Tool body and M14 adaptor, packed in heavy duty black case.
> Threads are suitable for bottom brackets M8, M12, M15 and M14 adaptor
> Replaceable heads
> To engage tool press in the end and screw it in, this holds the tool in place
> Different heads in common use:
 •  Hollowtech II/Campag Ultratorque combined tool 06387
 •  Shimano Octolink/Shimano square taper combined tool 06396
 • Campag SKF /FAG combined tool 06398
 • Campag square taper 06394
 •  Isis/Shimano Cartridge 9 speed (Lock ring) 06389
07700	 Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool

UNIVERSAL BOTTOM BRACKET REMOVAL TOOL 
REMOVERS, ADAPTERS AND GUIDE SHAFTS
07702	 Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool	M14	Adaptor
07704	 Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool	1”-	32mm	Adaptor
07730	 	Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool	Stem	Assembly
06394	 Freewheel	&	Bottom	Bracket	Remover	-	Campag	Fit
06389	 Truvativ	Isis	Shimano	9	Speed	Remover
06396	 Bottom	Bracket	Cartridge	Tool	-	Shimano	Fit
06398	 Bottom	Bracket	Remover	-	Campag,	SKF,	FAG	Fit
06387	 HollowTech	II/Ultra	Torque	BB	Removal	Head
07703	 	Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool	Hollowtech	II	Guide
07725	 Ultra	Torque	Guide	Shaft

UNIVERSAL BOTTOM BRACKET REMOVAL TOOL SET
Tool body and M14 adaptor plus all heads and both adaptor shafts (07703 and 07725), also 
available separately.
> The ideal set for the travelling or workshop mechanic 
07701	 Bottom	Bracket	Removal	Tool	Set

QUICK RELEASE SERVICE PACK
For use with 07705, 07800 & 07814.
07810	 Quick	Release	Service	Pack
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HEADSET	&	BOTTOM	BRACKET	PRESS	TOOL
Contains two press plates, head with handles, quick release nut, thrust bearing, ACME shaft and 
including new BB30 press plate adapter.
> Time saving quick release nut
> Profile for different sized cups to locate accurately during pressing
> Covers most sizes 
07705	 Headset	&	Bottom	Bracket	Press	Tool
07724	 Bevel	Edge	Adaptor

HEADSET	&	BOTTOM	BRACKET	PRESS	TOOL 
PRESS PLATES
Two replacement press plates for the Headset & Bottom Bracket Press Tool (07705).
07706	 Headset	&	Bottom	Bracket	Press	Tool	Press	Plates

BOTTOM BRACKET FACING TOOL
Set includes: Handles, ACME shaft, spring, thrust bearing and quick release nut plus two sets of 
guides (English 1 x left hand and 1 x right hand, and Italian 2 x right hand).
> Guides are also available separately - see 07801 and 07802 
07800	 Bottom	Bracket	Facing	Tool

BOTTOM BRACKET FACING TOOL GUIDES AND FACERS
07801	 Bottom	Bracket	Facing	Guides	(English	1xLH	1xRH)
07802	 Bottom	Bracket	Facing	Guides	(Italian	2xRH)
07815	 Head	Tube	Facers	51mm
07816	 Head	Tube	Facers	1.5”
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HEAD	TUBE	REAMING	&	FACING	TOOL
Includes handles, four guides (29.8mm, 30.0mm, 33.8mm and 49.4mm), ACME shaft, centring 
cone, spring, thrust washer and quick release nut – everything but the facing and reaming 
cutters (to be purchased separately).
07814	 Head	Tube	Reaming	&	Facing	Tool

HEAD	TUBE	REAMING	&	FACING	TOOL 
REAMERS AND FACERS
07817	 Head	Tube	Reamer	1”
07818	 Head	Tube	Reamer	1	1/8”
07819	 Head	Tube	Reamer	1.5”
07820	 Head	Tube	Reamer	Campag	Upper
07821	 Head	Tube	Reamer	Campag	Lower
07822	 Head	Tube	Reamer	Cane	Creek	Upper
07823	 Head	Tube	Reamer	Cane	Creek	Lower
07815	 Head	Tube	Facers	51mm
07816	 Head	Tube	Facers	1.5”
07824	 	Head	Tube	Reaming	&	Facing	Tool	Guide	Set

CROWN RACE FACING TOOL
Crown Race Facing Tool without cutters. Body can be used with 1” or 1 1/8” steerers by use 
of a nylon collet. Works on both threaded and threadless steerers. Spring loaded for even 
cutting tension. 
07803	 Crown	Race	Facing	Tool

CROWN RACE FACING TOOL FACERS
	07804	 Crown	Race	Facer	26.4mm
07805	 Crown	Race	Facer	27mm
07806	 Crown	Race	Facer	30mm
07807	 Crown	Race	Facing	Tool	Recon	Kit
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CASSETTE LOCK RING TOOL SHIM HG
> Replaceable pin for use with hollow spindle
> Tools have cushioned handles
> Comes with interchangeable heads supplied 
 (also available separately –  HG head / 06394 Campag Lockring head)
07710	 Cassette	Lock	Ring	Tool	Shim	HG
07711	 Cassette	Lock	Ring	Tool	Campag
07712	 Cassette	Lock	Ring	Tool	Pin	Guide
06394	 Freewheel	&	Bottom	Bracket	Remover	-	Campag	Fit
06395	 Cassette	Lockring	Remover	-	Shimano	Fit	(HG)

WHEEL TRUING STAND
Gauge kit sold separately.
> Autodishing, advanced geometrical design for more precise wheel holding
> For use with wheels up to 29” and tyre 
07903	 Wheel	Truing	Stand
07904	 Gauge	Kit	including	DTI

CROWN RACE SETTING TOOL
Also Ultra Torque bearing setting tool body.
> Requires a suitable adaptor (see 07714, 07715) 
> Adaptors are made of soft alloy to prevent damage to crown race 
07713	 Crown	Race	Setting	Tool
07714	 Crown	Race	Setting	Adaptor	1”
07715	 Crown	Race	Setting	Adaptor	11/8”

CROWN RACE SETTING TOOL 
(WITH	TAPER	ADAPTOR)
This is the perfect partner for CR setting tool 07713 (used with adaptors 07714 for 1”  
&/or 07715 for 1 1/8” ).
> Made from high quality carbon steel
> Includes adaptor guide for 1.5” tapered forks
07716	 	Crown	Race	Setting	Tool	1.5”	(with	taper	adaptor)
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WHEEL DISHING TOOL
> Box section is lightweight yet strong
> Adjustable for wheel diameter
> Suitable for wheel sizes 16” to 29” 
07907	 Wheel	Dishing	Tool

TYRE REMOVAL AND FITTING TOOL
Fits and removes tyres rapidly for workshop use. 
07720	 Tyre	Removal	&	Fitting	Tool

WHEEL	JIG	AXLE	CLAMP
Suitable for mountain bikes with 20mm through axle hubs.
> For use with Wheel Truing Stand
07910	 Wheel	Jig	Axle	Clamp

SPOKE THREAD ROLLING MACHINE
Suitable for 12g, 13g and 14g bicycle spokes. Heads are available separately.
>  Heavy duty zinc casting with facility for bench mounting or being held in a vice 
07836	 Spoke	Thread	Rolling	Machine
07838	 Spoke	Thread	Rolling	Head	12G	(2.6mm)
07839	 	Spoke	Thread	Rolling	Head	13G	(2.3mm/French	15	gauge)
07840	 Spoke	Thread	Rolling	Head	14G	(2.0mm/French	13	gauge)
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TUBE CUTTING GUIDE
Holds tubes whilst cutting.
> Suitable for 22-37mm tube sizes
> Zinc casting with replaceable steel saw guides 
07828	 Tube	Cutting	Guide
07829	 Tube	Cutting	Guide	Replacement	Inserts

TAP WRENCHES
07860	 Tap	M10x1	Wrench	
07861	 Pedal	Tap	1/2”	Wrench
07862	 Pedal	Tap	9/16”	Wrench	
07857	 Adjustable	Reamer	Wrench

ADJUSTABLE	SEAT	TUBE	REAMERS
07830	 Adjustable	Seat	Tube	Reamer	23	-	26mm
07831	 	Adjustable	Seat	Tube	Reamer	26	-	29.5mm
07832	 Adjustable	Seat	Tube	Reamer	29.5	-	33.5mm

BOTTOM BRACKET THREADING TOOL
Includes two main handle bodies and inner and outer alignment shafts. Cutters are  
available separately.
07825	 Bottom	Bracket	Threading	Tool

BOTTOM BRACKET TAPS
07826	 Bottom	Bracket	Taps	(English	1xLH	1xRH)
07827	 Bottom	Bracket	Taps	(Italian	2xRH)

DIE
07858	 Wrench	for	1”	and	1”1/8	Die
07842 Die 1”
07843 Die 1 1/8”
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SEAT POST SIZING GAUGE
Slides together for storage.
> Moulded in three pieces in Nylon 
07913	 Seat	Post	Sizing	Gauge

PEDAL TAPS
07854	 Pedal	Taps	9/16”	(1xLH	1xRH)
07855	 Pedal	Taps	1/2”	(1xLH	1xRH)
07856	 Tap	M10x1

HEAD CUP REMOVAL TOOL
Made from high quality spring steel.
07707	 Head	Cup	Removal	Tool	1”-	11/14”
07708	 Head	Cup	Removal	Tool	11/4”-	1.5”

STAR FANGLED NUT SETTING TOOL
Star Fangled Nut setting tool for inside the steerer tube.
> Will do 1” and 1 1/8” without additional adaptors
> Includes a replaceable pin (also sold separately) 
07721	 Star	Fangled	Nut	Setting	Tool
07722	 Star	Fangled	Nut	Setting	Tool	Spare	Pin	(x4)

GEAR HANGER ALIGNMENT TOOL
Accurate scale ruler alignment.
> Nickel plated steel
> Mounting bolt set in nylon bush for ease of use 
07905	 Gear	Hanger	Alignment	Tool
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DUAL DISC MOUNT FACING TOOL
Faces both mounts simultaneously for perfect alignment.
> Lightweight CNC machined alloy body
> Fits 100 and 135mm dropouts
> Facers not included 
07833	 Dual	Disc	Mount	Facing	Tool
07834	 Dual	Disc	Mount	Facing	Tool	Replacement	Facers	(x2)

DROP OUT ALIGNMENT TOOL
Measures and realigns front and rear dropouts.
> Long heavy duty handles for maximum leverage
> Nickel plated steel suitable for 100mm to 135mm fork and frame widths
>  Sequential shim sizes for quick accurate resizing without the necessity to disassemble the tool 

thus preventing loss or breakage of shims 
07906	 Dropout	Alignment	Tool

HOLLOWTECH II CRANK MOUNTING TOOL
Nylon mounting tool.
07709	 HollowTech	II	Crank	Mounting	Tool

AXLE VICE
For holding hub axles and pedal spindle.
>  Enables working on hubs or pedals without damaging threads
> Suitable for 9mm to 14mm
> Aluminium prevents thread damage 
07908	 Axle	Vice
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CYCLO MODULAR WORKSTATION
The professional fixed or portable cycle workstation.
Universal clamp head with interchangeable mounts – available as 
fixable wall mount, bench mount, floor mount or portable stand.
> Rapid single-handed closure and quick-release action
> Mounts to seatpost, crossbar and downtube
> Soft anti-scratch jaws for any frame type or material
> Maximum stability
> 360° rotating head
> Suitable for eBike / Pedelec
> Can also be used for bike storage 
Clamp	Heads 
07740	 Clamp	Head 
07749	 Replacement	Rubber	Jaw	Grips

Portable	Stand	
07741	 	Portable	Work	Stand	(inc.	Clamp	Head)
07742	 Portable	Work	Stand

Mounts
07743	 Floor	Mount
07744	 Wall	Mount
07745	 Bench	Mount

Accessories	and	Spares
07746	 Tool	Tray

WORKSHOP APRON
A hard-wearing, adjustable length workshop apron.
> 85cm long
> Rugged and hard-wearing cotton blend fabric
> Includes two large pockets and eight pencil pockets
> Adjustable length
> Cross over straps for ease of movement
> Embroidered Cyclo branding 
06324	 Workshop	Apron

 PARTS USED:

WORK CARRIED OUT:

PARTS COST:

LABOUR CHARGE:

TOTAL COST:

DEPOSIT PAID:

BALANCE DUE:

OTHER WORK NEEDED:

CYCLE SHOP (Name and Address): 

COST

ISSUE NO:

NAME: 

DAYTIME PHONE NO:

CYCLE:

COLOUR:

WORK REQUIRED:

DATE RECEIVED:

RECEIVED BY

SUPPLY & FIT PARTS OVERLEAF

FULL SERVICES + PARTS NEEDED

OTHER:

COST ESTIMATE:

NAME: 

DUE DATE:

ISSUE NO:

PLEASE PRESENT THIS CARD WHEN COLLECTING YOUR CYCLE

CUSTOMER REPAIR CARD

DUE DATE:

SERVICE REPAIR TAGS
> Detachable customer receipt
> Numbered for traceability
> Attractive design 
04002	 Service	Repair	Tags
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Weldtite	Products	Ltd 
Barton-on-Humber DN18 5RP UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1652 660000 
Email: sales@weldtite.co.uk


